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Plants



Which are plants?
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Objectives
The students are able to

1. reorder the story about plants correctly. 

2. read the story about plants for comprehension.



Time to Learn!

Parts of a plant

root

stem flower

fruit

leaf



The Lucky Seed



The Lucky Seed

A long time ago, a farmer took a big bag of 
seeds to sell at the market.
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Today if you visit the countryside, you can see 
the tree. It is big and strong and now makes 
seeds of its own.
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Suddenly, his cart’s wheel hit a big stone.  Bump!  One of 
the seeds fell out of the bag and onto the hot, dry ground. 
(Suddenly = ทันทีทันใด)
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Many years of sunshine and rain passed. The seed 
became a plant and then the plant became a tree.
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“I’m scared!” said the seed.  “I need to be safe under the soil.” 
Just then a buffalo walked on the seed and pushed it into the 
ground.
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That evening, a hungry bird tried to eat it but 
the seed had roots to help it stay in the ground.
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“I’m thirsty!” said the seed. “I need some water to help me grow.”

Just then, it started to rain. (thirsty = กระหาย, started = เริ่ม)
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The next day, it had its first leaf.  This helped it to 
catch sunlight and grow.
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The next morning the seed had a little green shoot.  All day it 
sat in the sun and grew taller and taller. (grew taller = สูงข้ึน)
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นักเรียนจับกลุ่มกลุ่มละ 
3 คน เขียนหมายเลข
เรียงล าดับเหตุการณ์จาก
เรื่อง The Lucky Seed

ครูคอยให้ความช่วยเหลือใน
ขณะที่นักเรียนท ากิจกรรม

กิจกรรมครูปลายทางกิจกรรมนักเรียนปลายทาง



A long time ago, a farmer took a 
big bag of seeds to sell at the 
market.

Suddenly, his cart’s wheel hit 
a big stone.  Bump!  One of the 
seeds fell out of the bag and onto 
the hot, dry ground. 

KEY Ordering the Story
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“I’m scared!” said the seed.  “I 
need to be safe under the soil.” 
Just then a buffalo walked on the 
seed and pushed it into the ground.

“I’m thirsty!” said the seed. “I need 
some water to help me grow.”
Just then, it started to rain. 

KEY Ordering the Story
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The next morning the seed had 
a little green shoot.  All day it sat 
in the sun and grew taller and 
taller. 

The next day it had its first leaf.  
This helped it to catch sunlight and 
grow.

KEY Ordering the Story
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That evening, a hungry bird tried 
to eat it but the seed had roots to 
help it stay in the ground.

Many years of sunshine and rain 
passed. The seed became a plant 
and then the plant became a tree.

KEY Ordering the Story
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Today if you visit the countryside, you 
can see the tree. It is big and strong and 
now makes seeds of its own.

KEY Ordering the Story
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The Lucky Seed

ใบความรู้ที่ 4



The Lucky Seed

Instructions: 
Part B: Read the story and 
put the sentences in order. 

อ่านเรื่องแล้วใส่หมายเลข 1- 8 หน้า
ประโยคเพื่อเรียงล าดับเหตุการณ์ให้ถูกต้อง

Worksheet 13



Worksheet 13: Part B

Instructions: Put the sentences in order.

It started to rain, and the next morning the seed 
had a little green shoot. 

The next day it had its first leaf. This helped it to 
catch sunlight and grow.

One day, a seed fell out of a bag and onto the hot, 
dry ground.

Many years of sunshine and rain passed.

Now it is big and strong and makes seeds of its own.



Worksheet 13: Part B

Instructions: Put the sentences in order.

A buffalo walked on the seed and pushed it into 
the ground.

One day, a bird tried to eat it. But the seed had 
roots to help it stay in the ground.

The seed became a plant and then the plant 
became a tree.



นักเรียนอ่านเรื่องแล้วใส่
หมายเลข 1- 8 หน้าประโยค
เพื่อเรียงล าดับเหตุการณ์ให้
ถูกต้อง

ครูคอยให้ความช่วยเหลือใน
ขณะที่นักเรียนท ากิจกรรม

กิจกรรมครูปลายทางกิจกรรมนักเรียนปลายทาง



KEY Worksheet 13: Part B
It started to rain, and the next morning the seed had a little 
green shoot. 

The next day it had its first leaf. This helped it to catch 
sunlight and grow.

One day, a seed fell out of a bag and onto the hot, dry ground.

Many years of sunshine and rain passed.

Now it is big and strong and makes seeds of its own.

A buffalo walked on the seed and pushed it into the ground.

One day, a bird tried to eat it. But the seed had roots to help it 
stay in the ground.
The seed became a plant and then the plant became a tree.
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The Lucky Seed

Instructions: 
Part A: Read the story 
and tick the things 
plants need to grow. 

อ่านเรื่องแล้วท าเครื่องหมาย ✓ ใต้ค าศัพท์
ที่จ าเป็นต่อการเจริญเติบโตของพืช

Worksheet 13



Worksheet 13: Part A

What things do plants need to grow?

air heat

birds light a farmer soil

water juice 

 



A long time ago, a farmer took a big bag of seeds
to sell at the market.

Suddenly, his cart’s wheel hit a big stone.  Bump!     
One of the seeds fell out of the bag and onto the hot, 
dry ground.

“I’m scared!” said the seed. “I need to be safe under 
the soil.

Just then a buffalo walked on the seed and pushed 
it into the ground.

Let’s find past tense verbs in the story.

took

hit
fell

said

walked pushed

The Lucky Seed Past Tense Verbs



The Lucky Seed Past Tense Verbs

“I’m thirsty!” said the seed. “I need some water to 
help me grow.” Just then, it started to rain.

The next morning the seed had a little green 
shoot. All day it sat in the sun and grew taller and 
taller.

The next day it had its first leaf. This helped it 
catch sunlight and grow.

That evening, a hungry bird tried to eat it. But the 
seed had roots to help it stay in the ground.

started
said

had
sat

had helped

tried
had

grew



The Lucky Seed Past Tense Verbs

Many years of sunshine and rain passed. The seed 

became a plant and then the plant became a tree. 

Today if you visit the countryside, you can see 

the tree. It is big and strong and now makes seeds of 

its own.

passed

became became



Past Tense Verbs

Base Verb Past Tense VerbBase Verb Past Tense Verb

took

hit

fell

said

walked

pushed

started

had

sat

helped

tried

passed

became

take

hit

fall
say

walk
push

start

have

sit

help

try

pass

become



Past Tense Verbs

Base Verb Past Tense Verb

have

sit

help

try

pass

become

Base Verb Past Tense Verb

take

hit

fall

say

walk

push

start

took

hit

fell

said

walked

pushed

started

had

sat

helped

tried

passed

became

Regular Verb Irregular Verb



Words of the Day

Base Verb Past Tense Verb

took

say

fell
sit

become

had

hit

take

said

fall

sat

became

have

hit



Reduce/Reuse/Recycle (1)

บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป

สิ่งที่ต้องเตรียม

สามารถดาวน์โหลดได้ที่ www.dltv.ac.th

ใบงานที่ 14 เรื่อง Writing: My Resolutions



ฝากไว้ให้คิด
English a Day

Plants give us oxygen for 
the lungs and for the soul.

Credit: Terri Guillemets


